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The ability to image the molecular
structure of the brain has provided us
with insights into its normal and
pathological functions. However, the
technologies that are available to
image neuroanatomy are generally
slow. Automated, high-throughput
methods similar to those applied to
the field of proteomics would there-
fore be invaluable, and such a method
might now be available. In Neuron,
Kleinfeld and colleagues present a
technique — all-optical histology —
for the automated, three-dimensional
(3D) histological analysis of brain tis-
sue.

Recent work indicated that ultra-
short amplified laser pulses could be
used to section or remove layers of
tissue. The potential to use these
lasers as a histological tool fits well
with the fact that similar nonampli-
fied laser pulses are used in the imag-
ing technique two-photon laser-scan-
ning microscopy (TPLSM). TPLSM
can be used to image fluorescent mol-
ecules to depths of hundreds of
microns from the brain surface.

Repeated rounds of ablation and
imaging could therefore be used to
obtain diffraction-limited volumetric
data that can be used to reconstruct
fluorescently labelled tissue in 3D.
Advantages of this method include
the fact that it can be carried out on
unfrozen samples and that the physi-
cal location of the sample can be
maintained, which means that this
process could be automated.
However, are there disadvantages?

Kleinfeld and co-workers showed

that 1–10 µJ laser pulses could be
used to make cuts that could ablate
tissue with micron precision, and that
the roughness of the optically ablated
surface is comparable to that of
frozen or unfrozen surfaces that have
been cut using a knife. The roughness
of the block face is also well within
the imaging depth of TPLSM, which
makes the ablation and imaging
methods compatible. Furthermore,
they tested this method on fragile,
unfrozen embryonic mouse brain
and found that both the gross and
fine structure appeared normal after
large-scale laser tissue removal.

Next, the authors showed that,
after ablation, normal tissue proper-
ties are retained in the adjacent,
unablated regions. For example, they
applied fluorescent dyes to show that
the physical integrity of the cell sur-
face and organelles had been pre-
served. Furthermore, they showed the
preservation of antigenic response,
and the retention of fluorescence in
tissue from transgenic animals
expressing fluorescent proteins.

In the final part of this work,
Kleinfeld and colleagues used all-
optical histology to generate 3D
reconstructions of labelled tissue. In

the first example, they imaged, with
micron resolution, the fixed neocor-
tex of transgenic mice in which cer-
tain neurons were selectively express-
ing yellow fluorescent protein. In the
second example, they imaged, again
with micron resolution, the
microvasculature in a block of fixed
neocortex from transgenic mice
expressing cyan fluorescent protein.
This work has therefore shown that
the use of laser pulses to ablate and
then image fixed and fresh tissue
could provide us with a powerful
method for the automated, high-
throughput, 3D histological analysis
of brain tissue.
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